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Inflatable Boat 6 person Inflatable Raft

6 man Inflatable Boat

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Ask a question about this product

Description
Deluxe Inflatable Sports Boat - 6 person

@ 95,000/-

(aluminum floor)

GST @ 28% included.

Colours: Red, Yellow, Green

Transport: via VRL Logistics, Delivery in approx 4-6 days.
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INFLATABLE BOAT - 6 person
MODEL: SD380
LENGTH (cm): 380
WIDTH (cm): 170
NO .OF CHAMBERS: 3+1
TUBE DIAMETER (cm): 46
NET WEIGHT (KG): 78
MAX POWER: 20 HP
MAX LOAD (KG): 727
MAX PERSONS: 6
PACKING SIZE (cm): 130x85x40
FLOORING: Aluminum

Aluminum floor
The aluminum floor is easy to maintain with its exceptional resistance to all types of impact, this is the favorite type of floor for divers and fans of high-performance boats and also it can
completely disassembled quickly.

Standard Equipment:
1) Transom
2) Super L-D-Ring
3) Towing Stainless D-ring
4) Carrying Handle
5) 2 pieces aluminum oars and Oar locks
6) Rope holder & life line
7) 1 Foot Pump & Carrying Bag
8) 1 Repair Kit
9) Marine grade plywood Seat - 2PCS
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Features:
* 0.9mm 1100 Denier PVC fabric
* Innovative design + large diameter pontoons
* Sliding seat patches + two seats as standard
* 24mm--36mm cottonwood transom
* Stainless steel Bow handle
* Transom with splash guard
* Stainless steel Towing Rings
* Ropes for a secure grip
* 7-11cm rubbing strake
* Bottom 7cm rubbing strake for add protection

Inflatable boats are perfect for an amazing range of activities

Snorkelers love how easy the boats are to use in shallow waters while scuba divers rave about how easy the boats are to get in and out of. Rescue agencies also prefer inflatables. Ideal as
yacht tenders, their smooth ride makes them great pleasure boats. Their light weight also makes smaller versions good for camping trips and backpacking excursions.
Whether you are heading out white water rafting or just like the idea of having a boat for relaxation, inflatables are an excellent option. They are generally less expensive than traditional boats.
Further, since they require little storage space and offer a range of benefits, your toughest decision might be in how to choose the one you like the best!
• Safe – These boats are very stable in the water, making them safe for young and old boaters alike. Every buoyancy tube has several air compartments, so it will stay afloat even if one
chamber is compromised.
• Mobile – You don’t need any special equipment to transport your boat from one campsite to another. The boat is easily taken apart and deflated, so moving it is as simple as putting it in your
car.
• Greater Load Capacity – Large buoyancy tubes make the load capacity higher than traditional boats of the same size. This allows you to carry more sporting equipment or people when you
head out.
• Fuel Efficient – If you choose to use an outboard motor, you won’t spend a small fortune in gas for the tank. You can go out and really enjoy your boat without feeling guilty about the cost of
gas.
• Easy Maintenance – Soap and water cleans your boat, and inflation is easily done with a foot pump. There is really nothing on these boats to break, so you can enjoy yours for many years to
come.
• Smooth, Comfortable Ride – Not only do those buoyancy tubes allow you to carry larger loads, they also create a wonderful, soft ride. Impacts are well cushioned, and the wide tubes mean
that spray from the water is neatly deflected away from you.
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